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ABSTRACT 
 
Distributed neural dysconnectivity is considered a hallmark feature of schizophrenia, yet a tension exists 
between studies pinpointing focal disruptions versus those implicating brain-wide disturbances. The cerebellum 
and the striatum communicate reciprocally with the thalamus and cerebral cortex through monosynaptic and 
polysynaptic connections, forming cortico-striatal-thalamic-cerebellar (CSTC) functional pathways that may be 
sensitive to brain-wide dysconnectivity in schizophrenia. It remains unknown if the same brain-wide pattern of 
alterations persists across CSTC systems, or if specific alterations exist along key functional elements of these 
networks. We characterized whole-brain cerebellar and striatal connectivity using resting-state functional 
magnetic resonance imaging in 159 chronic schizophrenia patients and 162 matched controls, along each 
major cerebellar and striatal functional subdivision. Both cerebellar and striatal associative subdivisions 
revealed consistent brain-wide bi-directional alterations in patients relative to controls, marked by hyper-
connectivity with bilateral sensory-motor cortices and hypo-connectivity with association cortex. These results 
implicate a consistent motif of brain-wide alterations in cortico-striato-cerebellar systems in schizophrenia, 
calling into question accounts of exclusively focal functional connectivity disturbances. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

A fundamental challenge in clinical neuroscience is the search for robust neuroimaging biomarkers 
reflecting disease-related alterations in large-scale neural systems. Advances in human neuroscience offer 
opportunities for clinical translations and biomarker development. For instance, emerging human neuroimaging 
studies have identified the presence of large-scale cortico-striatal-thalamic-cerebellar (CSTC) functional 
pathways that are stable and replicable across hundreds of individuals1-3. Such pathways may be particularly 
sensitive to disruptions in psychiatric illness such as schizophrenia (SCZ), which has been conceptualized as a 
disorder of synaptic communication affecting distributed neural systems. Leading theoretical models of SCZ 
propose that disruptions in local microcircuit excitation (E) and inhibition (I) neuronal balance, stemming from 
altered glutamatergic signaling, may underlie observed alterations across neural systems4-6. One possibility is 
that such alterations occur only in select CSTC functional pathways if such pathways are more vulnerable to 
the upstream microcircuit perturbations. Alternatively, such synaptic perturbations may generalize across 
distributed CSTC pathways. A major gap in knowledge concerns whether neural disturbances in SCZ manifest 
brain-wide across CSTC functional pathways, or if they occur in only select CSTC regions. Resolving this 
tension is critical to informing biomarker development that can guide rational treatment for either targeted 
neuropathology in specific areas or diffuse alterations that span CSTC pathways. 

One widely replicated effect in SCZ neuroimaging is the disruption in functional relationships involving 
the thalamic resting-state blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal. The thalamus consists of 
topographically organized nuclei that are densely connected with other brain areas7-9, making it highly sensitive 
to widespread disturbances in functional circuits. Specifically, several independent replications have 
established elevated alterations in correlated BOLD signal fluctuations between the thalamus and sensory 
neural networks10-12. In contrast, the same studies identified reductions in thalamic coupling with associative 
cortical areas. These effects generalize across patients with chronic SCZ and those at ultra-high-risk for 
developing SCZ13. Critically, these effects are most pronounced along higher-order associative thalamic 
functional subdivisions (e.g. mediodorsal nucleus). Multiple theoretical models have proposed that these 
disruptions in thalamic functional coupling may be a hallmark of the illness14. Yet, it remains unknown if these 
disrupted patterns manifest across the entire CSTC functional pathway or if they are exclusive to the thalamus. 
Put differently, is the disruption in BOLD signal covariation seen in SCZ specific to the thalamus, or does it 
generalize to other CSTC functional systems due to their shared relationships with thalamic and cortical 
networks? If the thalamic effect is indeed specific and unique, then similar patterns would not be expected to 
emerge across other systems as robustly. However, if SCZ involves synaptic neural alterations that are not 
exclusive to the thalamus (but affect shared pathways) then we hypothesize that the aforementioned effects 
observed with the thalamus will emerge across all brain-wide CSTC systems as a shared and robust pattern of 
disruption. Previous studies have identified alterations in isolated regions of the basal ganglia and cerebellum 
in SCZ15-24, but to date none have examined whether disturbances in functional relationships are unified across 
these neural systems. 

A way to close this knowledge gap involves leveraging existing resting-state findings in healthy humans 
that have defined large-scale functional networks across cortical, striatal and cerebellar neural territories1-3. 
This work implicated a shared functional architecture across the CSTC systems that can be used to assay 
patterns of changes across each functional CSTC subdivision in SCZ. Using the striatal or cerebellar elements 
of each functional network allows comprehensively characterizing altered functional relationships across CSTC 
systems while bypassing the thalamus as a starting point. Notably, the cerebellum does not share 
monosynaptic anatomical connections with cortex, thalamus or striatum (i.e. in a strict sense is not a part of the 
anatomically-defined cortico-striatal-thalamic-cortical loop). However, it is highly functionally connected these 
areas via polysynaptic pathways, as evidenced by stable and cohesive large-scale functional networks across 
these neural territories1-3. Hence the cerebellum is uniquely placed to serve as a control in our study: if an 
effect is detected with the cerebellum, it would support the hypothesis that disruptions in SCZ are indeed 
pervasive across functional brain-wide networks, and not limited by thalamic or striatal anatomy per se. 

We identified bi-directional CSTC dysconnectivity patterns previously shown in SCZ when using the 
thalamus as a starting point. This effect was robust and highly conserved across both the cerebellar and 
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striatal functional subdivisions. This robust, conserved, and pervasive CSTC dysconnectivity in SCZ rules out 
the possibility of exclusive thalamic disruptions. Results further revealed that the disturbance is most 
pronounced along higher-order associative divisions of the CSTC networks, using both an independently 
defined a priori parcellation and a fully data-driven clustering approach. Collectively, these results strongly 
implicate a diffuse neuropathology in SCZ impacting all elements of the CSTC pathway but a preferentially 
more severe disruption of higher-order associative networks – in line with leading theoretical models of the 
illness.  
 

RESULTS 
 

Bi-directional Brain-wide Cerebellar and Striatal Dysconnectivity is Observed in SCZ. To test 
whether SCZ is associated with uniform disturbances across CSTC networks, we quantified whole-brain 
functional connectivity of spontaneous BOLD signals with 7 cerebellar and 6 striatal functionally distinct 
parcels2, 3. Each parcel is a component of one of 7 large-scale functional networks that were first discovered 
and then validated in samples of 500 healthy adults respectively1-3. Critically, these networks show 
corresponding elements across cortical, cerebellar, and striatal territories. Fig. 1a highlights the a priori 
functional networks in the cerebral cortex (middle), cerebellum (left panel) and striatum (right panel), from the 
parcellations derived by Yeo et al. (2011)1, Buckner et al. (2011)2 and Choi et al. (2012)3. This parcellation 
contains both sensory networks (visual, VIS and somatomotor, SOM) and associative networks (dorsal 
attention, DAN; ventral attention, VAN; limbic, LIM; frontoparietal control, FPCN; and default mode, DMN) 
(Supplementary Fig. S1). Below, we use the term “parcel” to refer to a region of the cerebellum or striatum 
defined by its membership in one of the 7 functional networks. Of note, no representation of the visual network 
was discovered in the striatum3; hence only 6 striatal parcels were used across all striatal analyses. 

Here we studied a well-powered sample of patients diagnosed with chronic SCZ (N=159) and matched 
healthy controls (CON, N=162; see Supplementary Table S1 for detailed demographics). First, we computed 
a 2x7 Group x Parcel ANOVA to test for differences in functional connectivity across the 7 cerebellar network 
parcels between SCZ and CON groups (see Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. S2 for unthresholded 
Z-maps of all seeds). All reported whole-brain effects survived non-parametric threshold-free-cluster-
enhancement (TFCE) correction25 with 2,000 permutations (see Online Methods). Henceforth we use the term 
‘dysconnectivity’ to denote the difference between SCZ and CON groups in the statistical covariation of BOLD 
signals over time across regions. Between-group differences revealed cerebellar hyper-connectivity with 
somatomotor cortex in SCZ relative to CON, and hypo-connectivity with prefrontal cortex, thalamus and 
striatum (Fig. 1b-c; see Supplementary Fig. S4a-b for unthresholded maps). Fig. 1d highlights the shift in the 
distribution of cerebellar connectivity strengths in SCZ for both hyper-connected and hypo-connected regions 
and the group difference in mean connectivity of these regions. An independent 2x6 Group x Parcel ANOVA 
was computed for the 6 functional striatal parcels (see Supplementary Fig. S3 for unthresholded Z maps of all 
network parcels). Between-group differences revealed qualitatively similar dysconnectivity patterns as with 
cerebellar parcels, namely hyper-connectivity with somatomotor cortex and hypo-connectivity with frontal 
cortex, thalamus, and cerebellum (Fig. 1e-f; see Supplementary Fig. S4c-d for unthresholded map). Fig. 1g 
highlights the shift in the distribution of striatal connectivity strengths in SCZ for both hyper-connected and 
hypo-connected regions and the group difference in mean connectivity of these regions. Repeating analyses 
without global signal regression did not alter key effects (Supplementary Fig. S5). As expected, differences 
across parcels (i.e. main effect of Parcel irrespective of group) revealed widespread differential coupling for 
both cerebellar and striatal analyses, indicating that connectivity patterns across parcels differ 
(Supplementary Fig. S6).  Critically, the reported CSTC between-group effects were not explained by 
smoking status, head motion, signal-to-noise ratio, or medication dose (Supplementary Fig. S7). Between-
group effects adjusted for motion and signal-to-noise, as well as the effects of these covariates, are reported in 
Supplementary Fig. S8-S9. 

Notably, there were no significant correlations between the degree of dysconnectivity across patients 
(hyper-connectivity, hypo-connectivity, or a linear combination of the two) and SCZ symptom severity (as 
measured by the Positive and Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS)). This absence held for individual symptoms 
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(Supplementary Fig. S10-S11) as well as when using the classic three-factor model of the Positive and 
Negative Syndrome Scale – a well-established measure of symptoms across the psychosis spectrum (PANSS, 
positive, negative, and general symptoms26; see Supplementary Fig. S12-S13, p>0.05 with Bonferroni 
correction). To ensure a comprehensive characterization of symptom-related effects, we additionally 
investigated the relationship between identified dysconnectivity and an alternative five-factor model of PANSS, 
shown to be stable in an external sample of 5,789 subjects27. These additional analyses again revealed weak 
correlations between the degree of dysconnectivity and the five-factor model symptom solution 
(Supplementary Fig. S14a-b & S15a-b). These comprehensive symptom analyses suggest that the identified 
CSTC dysconnectivity likely constitutes a trait-like effect, as opposed to a robust state-like marker, in line with 
prior observations that revealed modest relationships with thalamic connectivity12. Put differently, these brain-
wide differences do not reflect patients’ current symptom status, but may rather indicate a stable, disease-
associated change. 
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Figure 1. Main effect of cerebellar and striatal network parcel connectivity in SCZ. (a) Functionally defined 
networks obtained from 1,000 resting-state scans (first defined and independently replicated in 500 scans 
respectively) in the cerebral cortex, cerebellum and striatum1-3. Whole-brain functional connectivity was computed 
from each of these 7 network parcels in the cerebellum (6 in striatum) and quantified in a Group (SCZ vs. CON 
group) x Parcel (VIS, SOM, DAN, VAN, LIM, FPCN and DMN) ANOVA. Networks were broadly grouped as either 
sensory or associative. (b) Cortical surface view of areas showing significant main effect of Group in whole-brain 
connectivity with the cerebellar parcels (p<0.05 TFCE whole-brain corrected) between 159 patients with chronic 
schizophrenia (SCZ) and 162 healthy controls (CON). Orange/yellow areas indicate regions where patients 
exhibited stronger cerebellar connectivity, whereas blue areas indicate regions where patients exhibited reduced 
cerebellar connectivity, relative to controls. Inset shows coverage of all cerebellar parcels. (c) Volume-based axial 
view of cerebellar connectivity group differences in b with Z-coordinate ranges (each slice in each row increments 
by 3 mm). (d) Distribution of connectivity strength (Fz) values within voxels showing significant hyper- and hypo-
connectivity in SCZ and CON. Bar plots show mean connectivity averaged across all voxels in hyper- and hypo-
connected areas. (e-g) Results for identical independent analysis conducted with the 6 functionally-defined striatal 
network parcels. Note that there was no representation of the visual network in striatum3 and therefore that 
network was omitted. Abbreviations: VIS, visual network; SOM, somatosensory; DAN, dorsal attention network; 
VAN, ventral attention network; LIM, limbic network; FPCN, frontoparietal control network; DMN, default mode 
network. 

 
Next, given the marked qualitative similarity between the cerebellar and striatal dysconnectivity maps 

(Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. S4), we formally quantified the overlap between the two independent a priori 
analyses. This was achieved by computing the correlation between the two group difference maps (expressed 
as difference in Fz values), but after removing cerebellar and striatal voxels from their respective maps. A 
significant positive relationship (r=0.40, p<0.001) indicated high similarly between striatal and cerebellar 
dysconnectivity in SCZ (Fig. 2b). We also quantified the cerebellar and striatal dysconnectivity overlap for 
areas showing significant hyper-connectivity (yellow) and hypo-connectivity (blue) (Fig. 2c & d). Fig. 2e 
indicates high overlap across both cerebellar and striatal hyper-connectivity effects (orange areas indicate 
overlapping effects, logical OR; yellow areas indicate joint effects, logical AND). Notably, the number of voxels 
in the overlapping areas was above chance (hypergeometric test for probability of overlap, p<0.001, given the 
total number of voxels in the brain) (Fig. 2f, see Online Methods). Similarly, Fig. 2g indicates the same result 
for hypo-connectivity effects (dark blue areas indicate overlapping effects, logical OR; light blue areas indicate 
joint effects, logical AND). Again, the number of hypo-connected voxels that overlapped between cerebellar 
and striatal analyses was above chance (p<0.001, Fig. 2h). Overall, quantitatively and spatially high similarity 
between cerebellar and striatal dysconnectivity suggests highly comparable brain-wide perturbations. 

 
Figure 2. Similarity between perturbed cerebellar and striatal connectivity in SCZ. (a) Surface 
unthresholded Z-maps showing cerebellar and striatal between-group connectivity differences. Qualitatively, 
regions that exhibited an increase in cerebellar connectivity in SCZ also exhibited an increase in striatal 
connectivity, and vice versa. (b) Scatterplot showing a highly significant positive relationship between group 
differences in cerebellar and striatal whole-brain connectivity (r=0.40, p<1.00e-15). The plot shows Fz values for 
all voxels in cerebellar (X-axis) and striatal (Y-axis) between-group connectivity maps. (c) Surface maps of 
conjunction analysis showing areas that are significantly hyper-connected (yellow) and hypo-connected (blue) 
with both cerebellar and striatal parcels. (d) Volume-based axial view of a with Z-coordinate ranges (each slice in 
each row increments by 3 mm) (e) Surface view of areas showing both significant cerebellar (cbm) and striatal 
(str) hyper-connectivity (logical AND, bright yellow) and areas significantly hyper-connected to one or the other 
(logical OR, orange). (f) The number of voxels overlapping between observed cerebellar and striatal hyper-
connectivity maps is significantly greater than chance (p<0.001), given the total number of voxels in the brain. (g) 
Surface view of areas showing both significant cerebellar (cbm) and striatal (str) hypo-connectivity (logical AND, 
bright blue) and areas significantly hypo-connected to one or the other (logical OR, dark blue). (h) Number of 
voxels that overlap between observed cerebellar and striatal hypo-connectivity maps is significantly greater than 
chance (p<0.001), given the total number of voxels in the brain. Dashed red lines in f and h indicate 95% Clopper-
Pearson confidence intervals for chance. 
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Dysconnectivity in SCZ is Driven by Associative Network Disruptions. Prior analyses are highly 
consistent with the hypothesis that CSTC disruptions in SCZ are robust and highly conserved across both the 
cerebellar and striatal systems. However, it remains unknown if these alterations are preferential to some 
functional networks that span both cerebellum and striatum. For instance, prior work strongly implicates 
associative network disturbances in SCZ in the cerebral cortex4, 28, 29. Yet, to our knowledge, no study has 
tested if such disruptions persist in a uniform pattern across the associative networks for both cerebellum and 
striatum. To test this we computed a Group x Parcel interaction, which would explicitly reveal differential 
between-group disruptions across distinct cerebellum and striatum parcels. The cerebellar Group x Parcel 
interaction effect revealed 37 areas throughout the brain (Fig. 3a). In turn, the striatal Group x Parcel 
interaction effect revealed 60 areas throughout the brain (Fig. 3e). These effects suggest that between-group 
dysconnectivity was not uniform across all parcels for either the cerebellar or striatal analyses. Importantly, 
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these whole-brain interaction effects did not solely depend on within-cerebellum or within-striatum interactions 
(see Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. S17-S19). Next, we tested for the source of the interaction 
and examined if the interaction effect was consistent for both cerebellum and striatum. Specifically, given the 
number of identified regions, we performed a hierarchical average-linkage clustering algorithm on the between-
group connectivity of regions identified across the two interaction maps (see Online Methods). Put differently, 
we examined if different areas from the interaction maps show similar statistical grouping. For the cerebellum 
analysis, we identified three sets of areas that showed quantitatively similar patterns of dysconnectivity (Fig. 
3b). The inset shows the distribution of areas in the three sets an axial slice (color-coded green, fuchsia and 
blue, as in the dendrogram). Next, we characterized the interaction effects for each set of areas produced by 
the clustering algorithm. Specifically, for a given striatal or cerebellar parcel/seed we averaged connectivity for 
all areas within a set produced by the clustering algorithm (Fig. 3c). We did this separately for both SCZ (red 
bars) and CON (black bars) groups. Put differently, each of the three sets of areas by definition shows 
quantitatively similar interaction effects (i.e. they are grouped by the clustering algorithm). The goal here is to 
characterize how the three sets of areas produced by the clustering algorithm differ. In Set 1, areas exhibited 
higher mean connectivity in SCZ compared to CON (i.e. hyper-connected on average). In Set 2, areas 
exhibited lower mean connectivity in SCZ (i.e. hypo-connected on average). The difference between SCZ and 
CON was less pronounced in Set 3 ROIs and exhibited a ‘mixed’ motif. Next, we averaged exclusively across 
sensory (VIS and SOM; pink) and associative (DAN, VAN, LIM, FPCN, DMN; teal) parcels to test if the 
observed alterations are preferential to higher-order networks. This analysis indicated that the between-group 
effect in each set is much more pronounced for associative parcels than sensory parcels (Fig. 3d). Put simply, 
the entire source of the Group x Parcels interaction was driven by a more pronounced associative network 
alteration in the cerebellum. 

Next, we repeated the analyses for the striatal interaction effects. Strikingly, as with the cerebellum, a 
hierarchical clustering algorithm revealed three sets of areas with similar patterns of connectivity (Fig. 3f). The 
group differences in connectivity in each of these sets driving the striatal interaction effect was similar to those 
in the cerebellar interaction effect – namely, higher mean connectivity in SCZ than CON for ROIs in Set 1, 
lower mean connectivity in SCZ than CON for ROIs in Set 2, and a less ostensible difference for ROIs in Set 3 
(Fig. 3g). These between-group differences were not as pronounced in striatal associative versus sensory 
parcels than in the analogous cerebellar analysis (Fig. 3h) because there was only one sensory parcel in the 
striatum.  

Finally, we computed the statistical similarity of these sets of ROIs between the cerebellum and 
striatum (Fig. 4i-k). Specifically, for each subject, we averaged Fz values across all ROIs in each cerebellar 
and striatal set. We did so for each parcel within the striatum and the cerebellum (e.g. the FPCN parcel). This 
revealed a robust and consistent relationship between cerebellar and striatal values across all sets. This 
strongly supports consistency of interactive effects for cerebellar and striatal ROIs for individual subjects. This 
relationship held for all networks (Set 1: r=0.455, p<2.20e-16; Set 2: r=0.393, p=2.77e-13; Set 3: r=0.394, 
p=2.39e-13) and particularly for the FPCN (Set 1: r=0.538, p<2.20e-16; Set 2: r=0.475, p<2.20e16; Set 3: 
r=0.367, p=1.16e-11; see Supplementary Fig. S16 for all individual parcels/networks). Collectively, these 
analyses suggest that interactive brain-wide network disturbances are highly similar between the cerebellum 
and striatum. However, they are particularly obvious and highly consistent in certain functional networks, 
especially those involved in higher-order executive tasks. 

 
Figure 3. Group x Parcel interaction effect for cerebellar and striatal connectivity. Parallel analyses were 
conducted independently for the cerebellum and striatum, using the functionally-defined 7 cerebellar and 6 striatal 
parcels. (a) Surface view (left) and volume slice view (right) of regions of interest (ROI) revealing a significant 
Group x Parcel interaction effect for the cerebellar analysis. Slice outlined in yellow is magnified in inset in panel 
b. (b) Each of the 37 cerebellar interaction ROIs were assigned to one of three sets based on the between-group 
differences in functional connectivity of all 7 cerebellar functional parcels using an average-linkage hierarchical 
clustering algorithm, such that ROIs within a set share the most similar patterns of group differences in seed-
based connectivity. Inset shows location of ROIs color-coded for each set. (c) To illustrate the sources of the 
interaction effect, the mean functional connectivity for each set of ROIs is shown separately for SCZ and CON 
subjects in each of the cerebellar parcels, averaged across all ROIs in the set. Error bars indicate standard error. 
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ROIs in Set 1 exhibit higher mean connectivity in patients compared to controls, whereas ROIs in Set 2 exhibit 
lower mean connectivity in patients. (d) This effect is more pronounced for associative parcels (pink) than for 
sensory parcels (teal). ROIs in Set 3 are less differentiated between patients and controls. (e-h) Parallel analysis 
conducted for the 60 interaction ROIs from 6 striatal functional parcels. (i-k) Correlations between mean functional 
connectivity (Fz) of all cerebellar and striatal parcels in (i) Set 1, (j) Set 2, and (k) Set 3 interaction ROIs, across 
SCZ and CON subjects. Displayed r values are across all subjects (N=320, one outlier removed). Abbreviations: 
Sens., sensory networks; Assoc., associative networks; VIS, visual network; SOM, somatomotor network; DAN, 
dorsal attention network; VAN ventral attention network; LIM, limbic network; FPCN, frontoparietal control 
network; DMN, default mode network. 
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Next, to further establish that the SCZ dysconnectivity was more pronounced in associative than in 
sensory networks, we examined seed-based functional connectivity maps of each parcel. Qualitatively, the 
between-group dysconnectivity for associative parcels closely matched the main group dysconnectivity effect 
(i.e. across all parcels, Fig. 1b and 1e). This was markedly less prominent for sensory parcels across both 
cerebellum and striatum. To quantitatively verify this, we examined the similarity of the FPCN parcel (Fig. 4a-b, 
g-h) and the SOM parcel between-group effects (Fig. 4d-e, j-k) in relation to the main effects across both 
cerebellum and striatum. Specifically, we correlated unthresholded whole-brain between-group maps for the 
FPCN parcel with the unthresholded overall dysconnectivity maps (i.e. maps in Fig. 1b and 1e). Fig. 4c 
highlights the similarity between FPCN and overall effects across all parcels (Cerebellum: r=0.914, p<1.0e-15; 
Striatum: r=0.913, p<1.0e-15). In contrast, the SOM effect dysconnectivity was substantially less similar to the 
main effects for the cerebellum and striatum (r=0.696, p<1.0e-15; r=0.754, p<1.0e-15). This constituted a 
highly significant difference between correlations for the FPCN and SOM similarity (Cerebellum: t=-255.12, 
p<1.0e-15, Striatum: t=-124.43, p<1.0e-15, William’s test for dependent correlations). The full expansion of all 
pair-wise thresholded and unthresholded maps is shown in Supplementary Fig. S20-S25. Collectively, these 
effects buttress prior analyses by showing pervasive disruptions across brain-wide networks that preferentially 
affect associative functional systems in SCZ.  

 
Relationship Between Hyper-connectivity and Hypo-connectivity Across Individuals. Presented 

analyses highlight that the alterations are strongly driven by associative networks within the cerebellum and 
striatum. However, more broadly, it is unknown if the observed hyper-connectivity and hypo-connectivity effects 
that dominate all presented analyses arise are linked. Alternatively, the bi-directional disruption may result from 
functionally independent systems-level perturbations. Put differently, distinct groups of subjects could be 
driving the hyper- vs. hypo- effects across all analyses. To arbitrate between these possibilities, we quantified 
the connectivity strengths across subjects for areas showing hyper- and hypo-connectivity generally. There 
was a significant negative relationship between cerebellar hypo-and hyper-connectivity in CON (r=-0.77, 
p<2.2e-16), indicating that control subjects with the weakest coupling between cerebellar-sensorimotor regions 
also show the strongest coupling between cerebellar-thalamo-striatal-prefrontal regions (Fig. 5a). This effect 
replicated in the SCZ sample (r=-0.49, p<4.1e-11), but it was significantly attenuated compared to CON (Z=-
4.29, p<0.001). Similarly, CON subjects with the weakest striatal-sensorimotor coupling showed the strongest 
striatal-thalamo-prefrontal-cerebellar coupling (r=-0.85, p<2.2e-16), and an attenuated effect was seen in SCZ 
subjects (r=-0.67, p<2.2e-16; Z=-3.95, p<0.001; Fig. 5b). Additionally, CON subjects that showed the strongest 
coupling with cerebellum also exhibited the strongest coupling with striatum, for both the hyper-connectivity 
(r=0.64, p<2.2e-16, Fig. 5c) and hypo-connectivity (r=0.75, p<2.2e-16; Fig. 5d) effects. This relationship was 
also present but attenuated in SCZ subjects (hyper-connectivity: r=0.34, p<1.5e-5, Z=3.58, p<0.001; hypo-
connectivity: r=0.60, p<2.2e-16, Z=2.48, p=0.013). Note that in all Fig. 5 panels, SCZ subjects show a diagonal 
‘shift’ relative to CON across both zero-lines (dashed green), suggesting that the differences in hyper- and 
hypo-connectivity in SCZ may share a source of disturbance. Collectively, these analyses support the 
hypothesis that perturbations in information flow across these networks may stem from related systems-level 
phenomena, as opposed to functionally independent perturbations. 
 

Figure 4. Group connectivity differences for associative versus sensory cerebellar and striatal parcels. 
(a) Surface view of regions for which connectivity with the cerebellar FPCN parcel, an exemplar “associative” 
parcel, showed significant between-group differences, p<0.05. (b) Density plots show distribution of connectivity 
strength (Fz) values within voxels showing significant hyper- and hypo-connectivity. Bar plots show mean 
connectivity averaged across all voxels in hyper- and hypo-connected areas. (c) Correlation between the 
voxelwise unthresholded whole-brain group dysconnectivity maps from the cerebellar FPCN parcel and the 
cerebellar main effect of group. Similar analyses are shown for the (d-f) cerebellar SOM parcel, (g-i) striatal FPCN 
parcel, and (j-l) striatal SOM parcel. Note the high resemblance between the associative parcel effect and the 
main effect of group for both the cerebellar and striatal analyses. Contrarily, the sensory parcel effects are 
significantly less similar (Cerebellum: t=-255.12, p<1.0e-15, Striatum: t=-124.43, p<1.0e-15, William’s test for 
dependent correlations). Abbreviations: FPCN, frontoparietal control network; SOM; somatosensory network. 
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Figure 5. Relationship between cerebellar and striatal hyper- and hypo-connectivity across subjects. 
(a) Significant negative relationship evident between average hyper- and hypo- whole-brain connectivity with 
the cerebellum across all CON (black data points). SCZ (red data points) showed a ‘shift’ across the zero 
lines, indicating weaker prefrontal-striatal-thalamic-cerebellar coupling but stronger somatomotor-cerebellar 
coupling. Ellipses for each group mark the 95% confidence intervals. Distributions of average connection 
strengths for each subject show a shift in cerebellar coupling in SCZ, highlighting increased cerebellar 
coupling with somatomotor regions and decreased coupling with prefrontal-striatal and thalamic regions for 
patients. Inset shows regions of hyper- and hypo-connectivity with the cerebellum in SCZ, from Fig. 1b. (b) A 
similar effect is seen in an independently conducted analysis on whole-brain striatal connectivity. Again, SCZ 
showed a shift across the zero lines relative to CON, suggesting that the differences in hyper- and hypo-
connectivity observed in SCZ may share a source of disturbance. Inset shows regions of hyper- and hypo-
connectivity with the striatum in SCZ, from Fig. 1e. (c) CON subjects with the highest cerebellar connectivity 
in hyper-connected regions also show highest connectivity in striatal hyper-connected regions. Shift in SCZ 
subjects relative to CON is evident for both cerebellar and striatal hyper-connectivity (identical data as those 
plotted along X-axes in panels a and b), suggesting the underlying disruption is linked across these two 
systems. (d) Similarly, SCZ subjects show a shift in both cerebellar and striatal hypo-connectivity.  
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Data-Driven Clustering of Cerebellar and Striatal Dysconnectivity. While robust, all presented 

analyses have used a priori functional networks to reveal shared CSTC perturbations in SCZ. However, there 
may be important functional differences in the spatial distribution of these network parcels in patients. In other 
words, patients may not show a clean separation that is assumed to be present in controls of cerebellum and 
striatum networks. Therefore, to test if the effects hold without a priori network assumptions, we performed 
data-driven k-means clustering on voxelwise group dysconnectivity for both the cerebellum and the striatum 
(see Online Methods and Supplementary Fig. S26 for details). If the hypothesized a priori disruptions are 
indeed intrinsic and not attributable to spatial network assumptions, then the results should replicate via data-
driven between-group parcellation of the cerebellum and striatum. We report several cluster solutions of 
between-group differences (see Supplementary Fig. S27 for full 4-, 6- and 7-cluster solutions). While the 
pattern is highly similar irrespective of cluster choices, here we highlight the 7-cluster solution for the 
cerebellum and the 6-cluster solution for the striatum to allow a direct comparison with the a priori network 
parcellation granularity (i.e. this was the number of networks in the a priori parcellations). 

The clustering solution for the cerebellum revealed well-defined and bilaterally symmetrical clusters, 
which is not consistent with the effects being driven by artifact (Fig. 6a). A voxelwise measure of dissimilarity 
(1-eta2; see Online Methods) shows regions with the numerically greatest degree of dysconnectivity between 
SCZ and CON. These foci were also bilaterally symmetrical (Fig. 6b). Next, we tested if these data-driven 
clustering solutions map onto the a priori network parcel results. Here we quantified the relationship between 
the group dysconnectivity for each of the obtained clusters and each a priori cerebellar parcel (top 7 rows) as 
well as the average across all parcels (bottom row). This yields a 8x7 matrix of Pearson’s r values shown in 
Fig. 6c, where the columns of the matrix are ordered such that the trace of the parcel-by-cluster square matrix 
is maximized. As illustrated by the diagonal, there was a selective mapping between data-driven and a priori 
dysconnectivity patterns. Notably, six of the 7 clusters have their strongest correlation value along the diagonal, 
suggesting that these clusters mapped selectively to existing parcels.  This selective mapping can also be 
seen with the alternative k=4 and k=6 cluster solutions (Supplementary Fig. 37). Collectively, this indicates 
qualitatively similar disruptions irrespective of analytic methods used to define cerebellar dysconnectivity in 
SCZ. This is corroborated, for instance, by examining Cluster 4 (Fig. 6a, bright green), which is most similar in 
dysconnectivity to the associative parcels (r=0.81, p<0.001, Fig. 6d), indicating that in the context of SCZ-
related disturbances it exhibits a functionally ‘associative-like’ profile. We show the threshold-free between-
group differences in whole-brain connectivity of this ‘associative-like’ cerebellar cluster in Fig. 6e (see 
Supplementary Fig. S28-S30 for maps of all clusters for 4, 6, and 7-cluster solutions).  

Importantly, k-means clustering with k=6 on striatal voxelwise dysconnectivity yielded a consistent and 
bilaterally symmetrical solution (Fig. 6f). The most dissimilar voxels are again indicated in bright yellow in Fig. 
6g, suggesting a non-uniform pattern of striatal alterations. As with the cerebellum, there was a selective 
mapping between data-driven and a priori dysconnectivity patterns for the striatum (Fig. 6h). Cluster 3 (Fig. 6f, 
bright green) exhibited a pattern of dysconnectivity most similar to those of associative functional parcels 
(r=0.81, p<0.001, Fig. 6i). Finally, threshold-free between-group differences in whole-brain connectivity of this 
‘associative-like’ striatal cluster highlight a pattern that in line with the a priori association parcel analysis (Fig. 
6j, see Supplementary Fig. S31-S33 for maps of all clusters for 4, 6, and 7-cluster solutions). Additionally, we 
report the same data-driven clustering solutions for cerebellum and striatum in CON only (Supplementary Fig. 
S36), which fully replicated the functional parcels identified previously by Bucker et al. and Choi et al.2, 3. 
 

Figure 6. Voxelwise clustering of cerebellar and striatal group difference in connectivity. (a) Results for k-
means 7-cluster solution identifying cerebellar voxels with the most similar patterns of between-group connectivity 
differences. Note the cluster solution is highly symmetrical (blue arrows). (b) Cerebellar dysconnectivity based on 
group dissimilarity. Brightest voxels indicate greatest between-group differences. (c) Matrix of correlations 
(Pearson’s r) between dysconnectivity of obtained clusters and dysconnectivity of functional parcels. Cluster 
numbers (column headings) are colored as in a. Functional parcels (row headings) are labeled and colored as in 
Figure 1a and original parcellation1. Columns have been ordered such that the trace of the parcel-by-cluster 
square matrix is maximal among all permutations. Cluster-seeded dysconnectivity shows a range of correlation 
strengths with functional parcel-seeded dysconnectivity. Cluster 4 (bright green) is strongly correlated with 
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associative parcels, as well as with the overall main effect of group, suggesting that it is a functionally 
‘associative-like’ cluster. (d) Scatterplot showing high degree of correlation between voxelwise whole-brain group 
dysconnectivity (Fz values) of cerebellar cluster 4 (the ‘associative’ cluster) and voxelwise whole-brain group 
dysconnectivity (Fz values) across all cerebellum parcels. (e) Surface unthresholded Z-maps showing between-
group connectivity for cerebellar executive cluster (shown in inset). (f-j) Identical analyses conducted 
independently for between-group differences in whole-brain striatal connectivity. Striatal cluster 3 (bright green) is 
strongly correlated with associative parcels, as well as with the overall main effect of group, suggesting that it is a 
functionally ‘associative-like’ cluster. 

 
 
 

Cerebellar and Striatal Dysconnectivity Features Predict Diagnostic Group Status. Above, we 
show consistent and robust alterations in BOLD functional relationships across striatal and cerebellar 
functional subdivisions in SCZ. Next, we examined if these effects may yield a sensitive and specific binary 
classification of diagnostic group status. Specifically, we used a support vector machine (SVM) binary classifier 
to test if cerebellar and striatal parcel connectivity features reliably distinguish between groups. In turn, we 
tested three secondary questions related to the brain-wide patterns of disruptions: First, we tested if any of the 
identified features selectively ‘drive’ the classification performance or if the classifier performance remains 
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stable irrespective of parcel feature used. Put differently, if SCZ is associated with brain-wide alterations across 
CSTC systems, then cerebellar and striatal parcel features should yield comparable classification performance, 
as there should be overlap in the disruptions. Second, a corollary of this hypothesis is that specific parcels 
within the striatum or cerebellum may drive classifier performance. In particular, given that our previous 
analyses show preferential SCZ disruptions in associative parcels, we hypothesized that associative parcel 
features would yield the highest classification performance. However, if the brain-wide disruptions are shared 
across CSTC systems, then the same network parcels should contribute information to the classifier 
irrespective of whether they are selected from the striatum or the cerebellum. Third, we examined whether 
classifier performance could be improved by combining select subsets of cerebellar and striatal parcel 
features. We hypothesized that if there exists considerable overlap in diagnostically relevant information across 
cerebellar and striatal parcels, a classifier using a combination of all parcel features would not markedly 
outperform the most discriminatory single-feature classifier. Alternatively, a multi-feature classifier would yield 
better performance if interactive effects across specific cerebellar and striatal parcel features contribute unique 
diagnostically relevant variance. 

 

 
Figure 7. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves from binary classifiers of diagnostic status 
trained on cerebellar and striatal dysconnectivity features. Exemplar associative (FPCN) and sensory (SOM) 
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parcels, as well as the average combined across all parcels (AVERAGE), are shown. (a) Performance of classifier 
using AVERAGE dysconnectivity across all cerebellar parcels. Bold black curve plots the mean true positive rate 
(TPR) at each false positive rate (FPR) across 1,000 cross-validation runs (standard error bars shown in black). 
Grey curves show individual results from all cross-validation runs. Inset plots the distribution of the Area Under the 
Curve (AUC) for all 1,000 runs; black dashed line shows the mean AUC. Mean (m) and standard deviation (sd) of 
the AUC distribution are displayed in red. (b) Performance of classifier using cerebellar FPCN dysconnectivity. (c) 
Performance of classifier trained using cerebellar SOM parcel dysconnectivity. Green dashed lines show the TPR 
for each classifier at FPR=0.20. The cerebellar FPCN TPR=0.71, indicating that this classifier achieves a higher 
sensitivity than the SOM classifier (TPR=0.49) at the same ‘cost’ of specificity. Similarly, the AUC performance is 
significantly higher for the FPCN than the SOM classifier (t=55.692, df=1953.4, p<1.0e-15). Asterisks denote 
significance at p<0.001 in a two-tailed t-test between the indicated AUC distributions. (d-f) Performance of 
classifiers using striatal AVERAGE, SOM, and FPCN features. Again, the FPCN classifier outperformed the SOM 
classifier, as indicated by sensitivity at FPR=0.20 (FPCN TPR=0.73, SOM TPR=0.60) and AUC (t=83.869, 
df=1871.2, p<1.0e-15). (g-i) Performance of classifiers using combined cerebellar and striatal AVERAGE, FPCN, 
and SOM features. See Supplementary Fig. S38-S40 for ROC curves of all parcels.  

 
First, to test if cerebellar and striatal feature are comparable for classification, we used the connectivity 

strengths (Fz values) of hyper- and hypo-connected areas from each of the seed-based functional connectivity 
analyses as input features. Each classifier was trained on a randomly selected subset (50%) of subjects and 
tested on the remaining subjects, repeated 1,000 times (cross-validation runs, see Online Methods). 
Classifier performance across specific exemplar parcel features is shown in Fig. 7 (see Supplementary Fig. 
S38-S40 for all classifiers). Cerebellar and striatal classifiers yielded highly comparable performance, 
supporting the hypothesis of shared brain-wide disruptions across both the cerebellum and striatum. 
Specifically, the classifier trained on the average dysconnectivity across all parcels (AVERAGE) was similar for 
the cerebellum (accuracy=75.0%, sensitivity=76.9% & specificity=73.2%, mean area under the receiver 
operating characteristic curve (AUC)=0.835, Fig. 7a) and the striatum (accuracy=75.7%, sensitivity=79.0% & 
specificity=72.5%, AUC=0.853, Fig. 7d). Collectively, these measures suggest that the cerebellum and 
striatum may exhibit shared disruptions. Consequently, cerebellum and striatum do not outperform one 
another. 

As noted, our second classifier hypothesis was to test if disruptions in SCZ are more pronounced in 
associative parcels relative to other parcels within cerebellar and striatal systems. This would result in better 
performance for classifiers trained on associative parcel features relative to sensory parcel features. Both the 
cerebellar and striatal FPCN classifiers outperformed the SOM classifiers (Cerebellum-FPCN Classifier: 
accuracy=71.2%, sensitivity=80.6% & specificity=61.8%, AUC=0.788, Fig. 7b; Striatum-FPCN Classifier: 
accuracy=75.7%, sensitivity=71.3% & specificity=71.0%, AUC=0.852, Fig. 7e; Cerebellum-SOM Classifier: 
accuracy=66.1%, sensitivity=76.9% & specificity=61.0%, AUC=0.720, Fig. 7c; Striatum-SOM Classifier: 
accuracy=68.3%, sensitivity=77.1%  & specificity=59.7%, AUC=0.761, Fig. 7f). This was supported by a formal 
test of differences in FPCN vs. SOM AUC parameters across the cerebellum (t=55.692, df=1953.4, p<1.0e-15) 
and striatum (t=83.869, df=1871.2, p<1.0e-15). This result is consistent with the hypothesis of shared CSTC 
disruptions being preferential to associative parcels in SCZ.  

In turn, our third classifier hypothesis tested if combining cerebellar and striatal information would 
improve classifier performance relative to the single best feature. We first trained classifiers on a linear 
combination of both cerebellar and striatal parcel features (referred to as “combined” classifiers below). The 
combined AVERAGE classifier yielded the highest performance (mean accuracy of 78.7%, with 80.7% 
sensitivity and 76.7% specificity, AUC=0.869, Fig. 7g). This was comparable to the combined FPCN classifier 
(accuracy=74.2%, sensitivity=80.8%, specificity=67.6%, AUC=0.843, Fig. 7h). Again, the combined classifier 
trained with SOM yielded the lowest performance (accuracy=70.8%, sensitivity=75.7%, specificity=66.0%, 
AUC=0.787, Fig. 7i). We then examined if interactive effects between these striatal and cerebellar parcel 
features contribute information that improves classification. Here we trained a 13-feature classifier using 
connectivity from all 7 cerebellar and 6 striatal parcels as predictors. This multi-feature classifier did not 
perform better than the classifiers trained on one parcel feature per subject (accuracy=77.3%, 
sensitivity=78.6% & specificity=76.0%, AUC=0.859, Fig. 8a), suggesting that interactions between parcel 
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features did not contribute unique additional information. In further support of this effect, no added number of 
additional features appreciably improved classifier performance compared to the classifier trained on the single 
most discriminatory feature (Fig. 8b). Additionally, the relationship between the AUC of individual features and 
the weight assigned to them in the multi-feature classifier was not significant, suggesting that no informational 
tradeoffs were made by selecting certain parcel features over others in the 13 multi-feature classifier (Fig. 8c; 
all features: r=0.420, p=0.153, dashed grey line; excluding most discriminatory feature: r=0.11, p=0.74, blue 
line). Lastly, classifier performance was not improved by including the interactions between the two most 
strongly weighted parcel features – namely cerebellar and striatal FPCN and DAN – as additional predictors 
(accuracy=77.1%, sensitivity=79.1% & specificity=75.1%, AUC=0.856, Fig. 8d). Importantly, the classifier was 
not driven by group differences in head motion or SNR (Supplementary Fig. 41). These analyses suggest that 
diagnostically informative patterns are highly shared across cerebellar and striatal features, and no additional 
information is contributed by their interactions across these analyses.  

Collectively, we show that SVM binary classifiers using cerebellar and striatal connectivity features can 
distinguish between groups with high sensitivity and specificity. These classifier results are consistent with prior 
analyses indicating that neither cerebellum nor striatum as a whole drives classifier performance, suggesting 
that network disruptions in SCZ persists across both systems. Furthermore, associative parcels in both 
cerebellum and striatum are particularly discriminatory between groups, supporting both a priori and data-
driven results presented above. Put differently, brain-wide disturbance in SCZ appear most pronounced for 
higher-order associative subdivisions across cerebellar and striatal functional parcels. 
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Figure 8. Binary classifiers using multidimensional predictors. (a) We trained a linear kernel SVM to 
distinguish between SCZ and CON subjects using connectivity features from all 7 cerebellar and 6 striatal parcels, 
in a 13-dimensional feature space. This multi-feature classifier did not perform significantly better than classifiers 
trained on individual features (Fig. 7, Supplementary Fig. S38-S40). ROC curves show the TPR plotted against 
the FPR of the classifier trained on all 13 parcel features. Grey curves show ROC curves for 1,000 individual 
cross-validation runs; bold black curve shows mean ROC curve (standard error bars in black). Green dashed lines 
indicate TPR=0.73 at FPR=0.20. Inset shows the distribution of the AUC across all 1,000 runs (black dashed line 
shows mean), with mean AUC (m) and standard deviation (sd) displayed in red. (b) Comparison of AUC 
performance across classifiers with 1 through 13 features. There were no significance differences in AUC 
between any of these classifiers, indicating that no additional number of features improved performance 
compared to the classifier trained on the single most discriminatory feature.  Bar plots show the mean AUC of 
each classifier; error bars show standard deviation. (c) Plotting the mean AUC from classifiers trained on each 
individual parcel feature (from Supplementary Fig. S38-S39) against the absolute weight of these parcels in the 
13-feature classifier shows that there is no linear dependence between the two. Dashed grey line shows 
correlation between all points (r=0.42, p=0.15); solid blue line shows correlation between all points excluding the 
striatal FPCN, the most discriminatory feature (r=0.11, p=0.74). (d) ROC curves of a classifier trained with 
interaction effects between the two strongest-weighted seeds. In addition to the individual parcel features, we 
added the four-way interaction between the cerebellar FPCN and DAN and the striatal FPCN and DAN as 
features. Again, the classifier performance was not improved, indicating that no additional information is 
contributed by the interactive effect. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
Identifying robust, replicable and neurobiologically-grounded neuroimaging markers for 

neuropsychiatric illness in general and SCZ in particular remains a major knowledge gap and an obstacle for 
rational treatment development. An ongoing theoretical debate, particularly relevant for biomarker development 
in SCZ, concerns a tension between hypotheses suggesting that SCZ neural disturbances manifest across 
large-scale functional networks (i.e. brain-wide) and hypotheses suggesting they occur in select regions (i.e. 
‘hotspots’ of disturbance)30. Resolving this tension is critical to informing biomarker development that can guide 
rational treatment for either targeted neuropathology in specific areas or diffuse alterations that span brain-wide 
pathways. Put simply, do we develop treatments that target dysconnectivity somewhere or everywhere? Here 
we show that the cerebellum and the striatum, both part of the large-scale functional neural circuitry, exhibit 
highly similar bi-directional whole-brain alterations characterized by hyper-connectivity with sensorimotor 
cortex and hypo-connectivity with prefrontal cortex (PFC) and thalamus in patients with SCZ. Furthermore, 
these alterations are more pronounced in higher-order associative areas than in sensory areas throughout both 
cerebellum and striatum. The perturbations underlying the hyper- and hypo-connectivity are related across 
both patients and healthy controls. Additionally, using a complementary data-driven approach, we demonstrate 
that the cerebellum and striatum could be divided into functionally distinct disrupted circuits. Finally, we 
demonstrate, using SVM-based machine learning, that ‘core’ associative alterations cut across both cerebellum 
and striatum and drive diagnostic classification. Collectively, these data are consistent with pervasive brain-
wide bi-directional alterations in cortico-striato-cerebellar circuits in SCZ that manifest most severely across 
associative networks. 

 
Brain-wide Disruptions Occur Across CSTC Functional Circuits in SCZ. Numerous lines of 

evidence and theoretical hypotheses implicate localized regional disruptions in SCZ. For instance, the 
dopamine hypothesis of SCZ strongly points to a striatal disruption in DA signaling. This is supported by the 
clinical potency of first-generation antipsychotics (and to some extent, second-generation “atypical”31), whereby 
blockade of striatal dopamine D2 receptors correlates with therapeutic efficacy for psychotic symptoms32, 33. In 
humans, these receptors are primarily expressed in the dorsal striatum34-36. Complementary work centered on 
the DA hypothesis implicates hippocampal, thalamic and focal ventral tegmental area (VTA) alterations as 
central in the formation of positive symptoms of SCZ37, 38. 

In contrast, glutamatergic hypotheses of SCZ, such as the prominent NMDAR hypo-function model, 
generally suggest a more widespread disruption centered on cortical microcircuits39, 40. Behaviorally, the SCZ 
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spectrum is associated with broad deficits, including impaired executive cognitive functioning, deficits in 
perception, belief formation, as well as severe affective deficits marked by amotivation and anhedonia26, 41-45. 
Collectively, it has been challenging to link such a broad-ranging behavioral disturbances across the SCZ 
spectrum to a single or a few brain regions. 

To date, neuroimaging studies have provided support for both ‘local hotspot’ and ‘widespread’ 
alterations, largely as a consequence of analytic method used. For instance, the thalamus has featured 
prominently in theoretical models of SCZ, both as a region of core putative disruption and part of a broader 
dysfunctional cortico-striato-thalamic loop. Interestingly, several replications have confirmed bi-directional 
perturbations in functional coupling of the thalamus with cortex in SCZ, whereby patients exhibit increased 
thalamo-somatomotor cortex but decreased thalamo-prefrontal cortex coupling11, 12. However, even these 
thalamic dysconnectivity findings could not explicitly arbitrate  ‘local hotspot’ versus widespread source of 
disruptions because the thalamus has been identified as both a core locus of disturbance in SCZ and 
represents a widely connected relay with the rest of the brain.  

Examining if such perturbations manifest across neural systems, or if they are localized to select 
regions, necessitates the consideration of large-scale brain-wide systems. Here we leveraged existing findings 
in healthy individuals that have identified large-scale functional networks traversing the cerebral cortex, basal 
ganglia, and cerebellum1-3. If SCZ involves synaptic alterations that are not exclusive to the thalamus, but 
rather affect distributed neural circuitry, then the bi-directional dysconnectivity seen with the thalamus may also 
be present across other systems as a shared pattern of disruption, including the striatum and cerebellum. 

Presented results, combining complimentary analytic approaches, revealed that bi-directional 
disruptions in SCZ are indeed present across both the striatum and cerebellum. Moreover, these alterations 
are particularly pronounced along associative higher-order functional subdivisions of these two systems. 
Importantly, these data converge across independent analyses, which included functional connectivity 
conducted via a priori subcortical network parcel seeds, voxelwise clustering of dysconnectivity, and binary 
classifiers of group status that used parcel dysconnectivity features. These three complementary results point 
to robust bi-directional alterations across both the striatum and cerebellum. Indeed, numerous studies have 
reported abnormal striatal and cerebellar connectivity in smaller samples of SCZ subjects16, 18-21, 46, 47, as well 
as in related psychiatric disorders48-54. Our results support and extend these findings, providing evidence for 
shared perturbations in SCZ across brain-wide systems, in a large cohort of patients and matched controls. 

Importantly, while these results strongly indicate that disruptions in SCZ are pervasive across cerebellar 
and striatal systems, they do not rule out the possibility that these disturbances emerge over time as a 
consequence of a local ‘hotspot’ of disruption. Testing this will require careful prospective longitudinal clinical 
design that starts from the illness prodrome and examines if specific regional markers of dysfunction yield 
superior prospective classifier performance that also predict the severity of these findings. 

 
Striatal and Cerebellar Disruptions in SCZ. The key purpose of collectively studying the striatum and 

cerebellum was to test if hypothesized disturbances in SCZ are indeed broadly distributed. The choice of 
striatal parcels is driven by the well-established observation that striatum shares dense monosynaptic 
connections with the cortex and thalamus, forming structural cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical loops55. In 
contrast, it is also well established that there are no direct anatomical tracts between the cerebellum and the 
cerebral cortex, striatum or thalamus56. Thus, the choice of the cerebellum is immediately less obvious from an 
anatomical perspective. However, an important property of evaluating ‘functional connectivity’ is that coupled 
BOLD signals do not depend solely on monosynaptic anatomical connections. Indeed, multiple lines of 
evidence have demonstrated that the cerebellum is a key component of large-scale functional circuits with 
striatum, thalamus and cortex1-3. Trans-synaptic viral tracers have also shown that the cerebellum projects 
densely to distributed areas of the brain through polysynaptic pathways, and in turn receives extensive 
polysynaptic projections from the basal ganglia, thalamus and cortex57. Consequently, the cerebellum is highly 
functionally coupled and shares information densely with cortical, striatal and thalamic systems. This is further 
supported by the presence of functional cerebellar subdivisions that reliably topographically map onto cortical 
networks2, albeit through polysynaptic connections. Indeed, Buckner and colleagues found that the proportion 
of the cerebellum dedicated to each functional network is roughly equivalent to the proportion in the cerebral 
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cortex, with a majority of cerebellar grey matter being assigned to associative functions. Additionally, numerous 
studies have demonstrated the involvement of the cerebellum in cognitive and executive functions, establishing 
that its functionality extends beyond motor coordination19, 58-62. Therefore, the inclusion of the cerebellum allows 
for testing if the observed effect is solely dependent on disrupted direct anatomical connections surrounding 
structural cortico-striatal-thalamic loops. Collectively, results indicate similar cerebellar and striatal 
dysconnectivity in SCZ, which appears to be present across the brain. While it remains to be determined if the 
cerebellar and striatal alterations reflect causes, consequences or compensations, forthcoming models of 
brain-wide disturbances in SCZ needs to encompass a broader CSTC picture that moves beyond the ‘local 
hotspot’ vs. global tension. 

 
Treatment and Diagnostic Implications of Preferential Associative Disturbances Across CSTC. 

While SCZ patients exhibited changes across both striatum and cerebellum, the associative higher-order 
subdivisions across both the cerebellum and striatum exhibited the most robust disturbances. Put differently, 
the observed dysconnectivity in SCZ is strongest along higher-order associative networks within both the 
cerebellum and striatum, very much in line with prior studies focused on thalamic and cortical networks11, 12, 28, 

63, 64. This preferentially more severe associative disruption may reflect pervasive brain-wide disruptions in 
synaptic communication at the level of local microcircuits (e.g. NMDAR dysfunction), which in turn affects the 
most ‘vulnerable’ circuits (i.e. associative cortex). Indeed, recent biophysically-informed computational 
modeling work showed that widespread cellular-level glutamatergic deficits can yield preferentially more severe 
associative network dysconnectivity. This held when pre-existing higher recurrent excitation in associative 
(versus sensory) cortex was considered in the model4, 65, 66. Such differences in neuronal structure and 
functional coupling may extend throughout CSTC systems and may underlie the preferentially associative 
patterns of dysconnectivity observed across the cerebellum and striatum.  

Critically, these findings present a challenge for future rational treatment design. As noted, the 
observed disturbances could arise locally and spread longitudinally to many systems due to the inherent nature 
of neural functional feedback loops. Alternatively, the may occur pervasively in the first place. Either way, there 
appear to be some final converging regional expression of more severe dysconnectivity in association 
networks across cortex, thalamus, striatum and cerebellum. This situation opens up three questions for rational 
treatment development: do the compensations need to occur somewhere (i.e. hotspot of disturbance if it 
indeed exists or emergent associative cortex disruption), anywhere (i.e. at any point of the affected CSTC 
circuit) or everywhere (i.e. global tuning of excitation/inhibition balance across all circuits)? More concretely, 
these data may imply that designing therapeutic targets for cerebellar circuits may be indicated for SCZ. 
However, what if indeed the primary locus of pathology involves D2 receptors and thalamo-hippocampal-
striatal loops? Then, even though this finding implicates the cerebellum in the ‘end-stage’ of illness, it may not 
be a viable initial treatment target (as it represents a consequence). A productive way to address this question 
is to carefully and longitudinally study duration-of-untreated psychosis (DUP) in early-course illness as a 
predictor of currently reported CSTC alterations and to map the neurobiology of at-risk clinical populations. 

 
Implications for Development of SCZ Imaging Markers and Rational Treatment Design. These 

results demonstrate the importance of considering brain-wide disruptions in CSTC functional coupling in 
characterizing chronic SCZ. Although the presented classifiers were able to leverage cerebellar and striatal 
parcel features to achieve high group classification accuracy (comparable to other classifiers in the literature67-

71), there are key considerations that need to be addressed to improve the clinical applicability of neuroimaging 
biomarkers for SCZ. First, the observed dysconnectivity effects did not relate to state-like measures of positive 
symptom severity, across several very well powered analyses for both the cerebellum and the striatum. 
Critically, this modest symptom effect was observed in the context of highly robust individual differences in 
hyper-/hypo-connectivity relationships across both the cerebellum and the striatum (see Fig. 5). This strongly 
suggests that the reported dysconnectivity may reflect more stable, trait-like markers of disease, at least when 
analyzed in aggregate. Although the patients we studies did not have comprehensive data for trait-like markers 
such as cognitive deficits, it is conceivable that the in functional coupling of key neural regions in CSTC circuits 
reflect differences in stable clinically-relevant behavioral traits, such as cognition. Characterizing the mapping 
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between functional neural patterns and behavioral measures will be crucial to developing robust, reliable 
neurobiologically-grounded biomarkers of disease that concurrently map onto behavioral dimensions. Put 
differently, the purpose of the presented classifier analyses was to explicitly test if cerebellar or striatal systems 
provide unique information for categorical single-subject classification. They were not, however, optimized for 
mapping of dimensional behavioral variation in symptoms. Forthcoming studies should test if all information 
from the identified CSTC dysconnectivity drive stable categorical diagnostic features or if any of the reported 
features capture dimensional variation in state-like symptoms. Again, to address such questions definitively 
careful prospective longitudinal clinical studies starting with prodromal stages of illness are needed.    

Another key outstanding question concerns whether this observed dysconnectivity is consistent across 
different psychiatric disorders, or if there are clear patterns that differentiate subgroups of individuals. Earlier 
results have shown that patients with bipolar disorder exhibit similar, but attenuated, bidirectional patterns of 
disruption in whole-brain thalamic dysconnectivity12, with some critical unique features. Studying 
dysconnectivity across CSTC systems using carefully matched cross-diagnostic samples may reveal similarly 
shared patterns of bi-directional disruption in patients with a psychiatric diagnosis compared to unaffected 
individuals. Alternatively, differences in dysconnectivity may emerge cleanly between different diagnostic 
groups, in a manner that maps on to current DSM categories. On the other hand, it is possible that a population 
study will reveal patterns of dysconnectivity associated with specific behavioral markers that transcend current 
categorical boundaries, and would inform an Research Domain Criteria (RDoC)-like dimensional approach to 
psychiatric classification72. 

Lastly, as noted, a key objective of this study was to test if cerebellar or striatal systems provide unique 
information for categorical single-subject classification. Here we used BOLD functional connectivity as the only 
dependent measure, showing that there are no major informational tradeoffs across the cerebellum or striatum. 
Instead, the classifier performed best when aggregating information across associative networks across both 
systems. However, classifier accuracy could be improved by integrating information across multiple modalities 
that can map CSTC systems71, such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). While each technique faces 
limitations, the product of BOLD-DWI multimodal neuroimaging has the opportunity to be greater than the sum 
of its parts as it carries unique sources of information. Therefore, leveraging neuroimaging information across 
diffusion-weighted, functional, and structural neuroimaging modalities may critically improve the accuracy and 
generalizability of clinical classifiers. 

 
Conclusion. The field of SCZ research faces a tension between models proposing ‘focal hotspot’ 

disturbances affecting neural communication versus pervasive alterations that span most neural circuits. The 
objective was to demonstrate that bi-directional disruptions in functional coupling are robust and highly 
conserved across both cerebellar and striatal systems of CSTC functional circuits. This shared and pervasive 
CSTC dysconnectivity in SCZ rules out the possibility of exclusive ‘localized’ thalamic disruptions, at least in 
chronic states. Instead, results show pervasive brain-wide dysconnectivity that is consistently most pronounced 
along associative subdivisions of the CSTC networks. Collectively, convergent results using multiple analytic 
approaches implicate a diffuse neuropathology along the SCZ spectrum, which preferentially affects higher-
order networks across all cerebellar and striatal systems.  
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